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Windows Category:SAS softwareQ: how to get the latest image posted by each user using php So
I've read all the similar topics but I haven't found what I need. what I want is to get the latest image
posted by each user for an image gallery. I already got a database that holds the users that posted
the images, I've got the image path already. I do have the $id of the user that posted the image (I got
all that from the session). how can i do the query to get the latest image that was posted by each
user? EDIT This is my current code: "> A: There's a couple of ways you can do this. Use a SELECT
query within a SELECT query and LEFT JOIN it with the images SELECT * FROM images LEFT JOIN
images_users ON images.id = images_users.image_id WHERE images_users.user_id = $id This will
show the images AND any users who have posted the image Use a GROUP BY and MAX() SELECT *
FROM images LEFT JOIN images_users ON images.id = images_users.image_id WHERE
images_users.user_id = $id GROUP BY images.id ORDER BY images.id DESC LIMIT 1 This will show
the image AND any users who have posted it but will not display the users for the poster of the
image if they don't have at least one post Q: How do I avoid replacing a cell with the same value in
every row when I loop through the table? Here's my VBA code. Sub data_entry
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